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0 results found. Try the Shotgun Satellite on every day in the field. At H'R, we are proud of our one-time heritage and the fact that we have been part of the American hunting and shooting tradition from the beginning. This versatile and economical shotgun design has changed very little since we started building them back in 1893 because it works. Our break
action has long been a selection of straight shooters who want the most from their one shot per game or clay goal. They are lightweight, fast and have very few moving parts to maintain. These guns open smoothly when you press the lever, lock tightly like a bank safe door, and our Transfer Bar system acts as a safety to prevent unintentional shooting. In
addition, each gun comes complete with its own special locking device for safe storage. Our ® Pardner pays homage to our full enshrining in shooting sports with a wide range of options to cover every situation and budget. All models are a single shot, an open action with a lateral release of the lever, automatic ejection. Pardner® Our classic Pardner, are
ready to hunt and are offered in all the most popular sensors. It has walnut-finished, gun-clutch hardwood, blued metalwork and a fixed throttle. Model Pardner® Gauge 12 Gauge (SB1-011 Order online from gallery guns SB1-010 Order online from weapons gallery, and SB1-932) 20 Gauge (SB1-021 and SB1-020) Order Online from Gallery guns 28 Gauge
(SB1-028) 410 Bore (SB1-041) Order online from the Gallery of Guns Stem 32 (SB1-932) 28 (SB1-010 Gauge) 26 (20, 28 Gego, .410 Bore) Stock of American hardwood, walnut trim, grip with a gun. Camera up to 3 (12 Gauge, 20 Gauge, .410 Bore) 2 3/4 (28 Gauge) Attractions Beaded Front Choke modified or complete (12 Gauge, Gauge, 20 Gauge)
Modified (28 Gauge)Full (12 Gauge, .410 Bore) Length 47 (SB1-932) 43 (SB1-010) 41 (20 Gauge, 28 Gauge, .410 Bore) Length Pull 14 Drop on the crest 1-1/2 Fall on the heel 2 Weight 5-6 pounds. The owner's manual owner's guide (technical specifications can be changed without notice) back to the top Pardner® Compact is ideal for young and low-
ranking adults, this reduced Pardner is equipped to be identical to the original. Model Pardner® Compact Gauge 20 Gauge (SB1-250) Order online from the weapons gallery .410 Bore (SB1-450) Order Online from the Gallery Guns Stock American hardwoods, walnut trim, straight clutch, recoil pad. 20 ga.-giving pad. .410 Bore Butt Plate Barrel 22 Camera to
3 (20 Gauge, .410 Bore) Attractions Beaded Front Choke Modified (20 Gauge) Full (.410 Bore) Length 36 Lengths pull 12-1/2 Fall on the crest 1-1/2 Drop on heel 2 Weight 5-5 1/2 pounds. Owner's manual download guide (technical characteristics may change advance notice) to the beginning of the beginning new england firearms pardner pump. new
england firearms pardner model sb1 barrels. new england firearms pardner 410. new england firearms pardner serial numbers. new england firearms pardner parts. new england firearms pardner pump price. new england firearms pardner pump h&r 1871. new england firearms pardner pump 20 gauge
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